Berlin Crisis

The ------ ------ of ---- was an -------- incident of the ---- War on the occupational status of the ------ capital city, ------. The result of this was the construction of the ------ ---- in August ----.

The ---- German government was very unpopular and led to many ---- Germans fleeing to ---- Germany. This was because ---- Germany was seen as a place with greater freedom and ------ in comparison with ---- Germany.

This was seen as a problem by the ------- Union politician ---------- as it was proof that many people preferred the capitalist ---- (owned by ------, ------ and ------) over the communist ---- (owned by the ----).

His solution was to build a ---- separating West Germany from East Germany. At dark on the 12\textsuperscript{th} ------- 1961, ---- German troops secretly erected a barbed wire fence around the whole of --- Berlin, dividing the city of ------ into two. Over the next coming months it was reinforced into a ----.

The ------ ---- was significant because it stopped the ------- crisis, allowed the ---- to appear strong with no war and it became a powerful division of ------- and ------.
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